Senate Resolution: Supporting Keep Iowa State Beautiful

Submitted by: Jennifer Garrett
November 16, 2007

Whereas: The mission of Keep Iowa State Beautiful is to create a culture of beautification on campus, to encourage individuals and teams to monitor designated areas, and to host events for the campus and community to remove litter thereby beautifying campus and the surrounding areas. And

Whereas: The Keep Iowa State Beautiful program goals include making the campus community more aware of the need to stop littering and to remove litter from university grounds; helping student groups who organize events monitor their trash procedures and thus limit litter; creating teams of people to periodically pick up campus areas; and collaborate with the spring Stash the Trash event to pick up litter on and off campus. And

Whereas: The Keep Iowa State Beautiful initiative is a collaborative effort between the ISU Alumni Association, Mid-America Recycling, Facilities Planning & Management, ISU Printing & Copy Services, Workspace, Division of Student Affairs, Memorial Union, Athletics Department, department of Residence, the Greek Community, and the students, faculty, and staff of Iowa State University.

Be it resolved: The Faculty Senate strongly supports the mission, goals, and initiatives of Keep Iowa State Beautiful, and encourages the involvement of the students, faculty, and staff of Iowa State University to reduce litter on the Iowa State University campus and surrounding area.
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